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FOCUS 

Activists from the arts sector have in recent years 
demonstrated their ability to address issues of artistic 
freedom and democratic change, from Cape to Cairo. 
The notion of the “creative class” has nourished the 
self esteem, and we see that “the class” is an important 
part of new civil society structures that arises in post 
dictatorships. 
Evident in this direction is also that the sector is 
increasingly recognized for their contributions to job 
creation and economic development, and that many of 
the sectors´ representatives are acclaimed secular role 
models to the public.  
Another tendency is that their representatives more 
frequently take part in international arts events and, 
even more interesting, international networks and 
multilateral forums which addresses human rights, 
culture policy and formulation of development issues. 
One response from the international community is the 
ongoing mapping of artistic freedom by the UN 
Human rights council.   

Mimeta contribute to processes that give artists and 
organizers an opportunity to influence their frame-
work conditions, and we support our partners on 
political advocacy, platform development and 
economic sustainability. 

We are specifically searching:  

• Initiatives that give artists, producers and 
artistic works better protection against abuse, 
detention and censorship.

• Initiatives that contribute to processes and tools that 
give artists and producers their democratic opportunity 
to influence what may hinder the free 
exercising of their rights, mostly through culture 
policy processes and other broader advocacy initiatives. 

• Initiatives that strengthen independent 
platforms (venues, festivals, spaces etc) providing 
free, artistic expressions.

Mimeta works in Africa, Asia and South-America – 
with focus on MENA and Sub-Sahara. We give priority 
to those organizations that work on behalf of the arts, 
as service providers, to improve the sectors´ position 
on rights issues, in political and legal matters, the 
professionalism, distribution of the arts and sustainability 
of the sector. We are not tied to disciplines. 
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Our overriding goal is to give people access to artistic expressions - that are created on independent terms, in 
the support of article 27 of the Universal Human Rights Declaration.
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“SERVICE PROVIDERS”

Mimeta has used the expression service providers to describe a much needed role in sector development work 
towards arts and culture.

A service provider is an entity with the capability of working on behalf of others for a common cause. A fund for 
instance, has such a role in rising money and distributing grants towards arts production, mobility or other causes. 
An advocacy program can mobilize the sector in participatory processes for the development of common policy 
platforms, a human rights initiative can give needed advice in the protection mechanisms related to artistic freedom. A 
touring circuit may reduce costs for involved producers and better outreach to artists. While research and training 
institutes are in the dynamic process of keeping us up to date, as individuals and as sector. 

These service providers may be separate, professional entities or representative bodies that have evolved from 
cooperation. Mimeta give priority to this work on behalf of the arts, to improve the sectors´ position on rights issues, 
in political and legal matters, the professionalism, and distribution of the arts and the sustainability of the sector. 
Mimeta concentrate its resources on the development of their capability. It is needed to support both the 
organizations and the development of the actual services they provide.



CALL FOR PROPOSALS

Joint Call for proposals by Prince Claus Fund 
Trust and Mimeta

The current call, jointly published by the Prince Claus 
Fund and Mimeta, welcomes project proposals, from 
organisations and individuals, for high quality, innovative 
cultural and creative initiatives with a positive impact on 
both the cultural sector and social development. Both 
the Prince Claus Fund and Mimeta have a special 
interest in projects that focus on freedom of expression 
and censorship.

The call has a special focus on freedom of speech, 
censorship, marginalised groups and culture and 
conflict. 

The geographical call for projects only concerns the 
following countries:

Algeria, Burundi, Cape Verde,  Central African Republic, 
Ivory Coast, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Gabon, The Gambia, 
Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Libya, Malawi, Mauritania, 
Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan and Swaziland.

The deadline for the submission of projects is 15 January 
2013. Only applications received before the deadline will 
be considered.

For more information or to apply:  

mimeta.org

 

http://www.mimeta.org
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THE LAUNCH OF ARTSFEX

Mimeta hosted the launch of the first global network in support of artistic freedom of expression. 

Bringing together a wide range of stakeholders who have an interest in protecting art and artists’ rights, a Copen-
hagen summit in 2011 explored the options for establishing a global network for the protection and advocacy of 
artistic freedom of expression. On October 27th, 2012, representatives of key international and regional arts and 
human rights organizations gathered in Oslo, Norway, to formally launch the network.

Background
When the international community places emphasis on the protection of freedom of speech, it generally focuses 
on the freedom of media and literature. International human rights organizations include repression of media 
and media professionals in their annual and country reports on freedom of expression. However they rarely 
document repression of artists or cultural workers. Artistic expression is under pressure from many sides and it 
is frequently in the centre of conflicts between different interest groups. When journalists and media organiza-
tions worldwide advocate freedom of speech this is often backed with significant financial support from donors 
and institutions in the Western world. The media organizations are organized well, notably through IFEX, the 
International Freedom of Expression exchange (www.ifex.org), which has more than 80 international, regional 
and local organizations as members.

Last October 14 international arts and human rights organizations and networks – representing more than 1,200 
national organizations globally – launched Artsfex, the first international civil society network actively concerned 
with the right of artists to freedom of expression as well as with issues relating to human rights and freedoms 
generally. Artsfex aims to promote, protect and defend artistic freedom of expression, as well as freedom and 
opinion in and across all art disciplines, globally.
 “Recent censorship incidents, the suppression of creative voices, and threats against the lives of artists have made 
it clear that we have arrived at the moment when creative workers and free speech activists need to work together 
against repression and for an open cultural space both locally, regionally and globally.” 
(Professor Martin Cloonan – Chair, Freemuse)

Attending organizations: 
Freemuse; PEN International; Article 19; ARTerial Network; Federation of European Film Directors; free 
Dimensional; May Congress Russia, European Council of Artists; International Federation of Coalitions for 
Cultural Diversity; European Composer and songwriter alliance; National Coalition Against Censorship: ICORN; 
Initiative for Freedom of Expression; Seksualiti Merdeka.

artsfex.org

http://www.artsfex.org 
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Cyrus practices in Nairobi and is a self 
taught painter and sculptor. He has been 
at the Kuona Trust Art Centre for the past 
six years. 
The artists sculptural work embodies his 
role as a “collector” of Nairobi cast offs. 
Kabiru fashions and refashions this waste, 
recycled, and found materials into vari-
ous forms. He is perhaps best known for 
his C-STUNNERS, an ongoing work 
which where Cyrus creates and wears 
artistic bifocals. The work sits itself 
between fashion, wearable art, performance, 
and one of a kind commodity objects. 
C-STUNNERS have a certain energy 
and playfulness that really captures the 
sensibility and attitude of a youth genera-
tion in Nairobi. They portray the aspira-
tion of popular culture bling; they reflect 
the ingenuity and resourcefulness of peo-
ple; the lenses provide a new filter giving 
a fresh perspective onto the world that we 
live in transforming the wearer not only 
in appearance but in mind frame as well.

It was the C-STUNNERS photo shoot 
that started Cyrus’ internationally career 
off, a collaborative exhibition between 
him and photographer Sylvia Gichia at 
Kuona Trust. After the shoot Cyrus 
slowly stared to be discovered, initially by 
the local fashion scene, and then quickly 
became popular internationally.  In 2012 
he was showcasing at the Istanbul 
Biennale in Turkey and attending the 
TED conference in the US, among other 
things. He has also done several solo 
exhibitions. 

The C-STUNNERS are today priced at 
1000 – 1500 EUR a pair.
 

Check out some of Cyrus’ recent 
C-STUNNERS work in collaboration 
with Bobby Womack: 

http://vimeo.com/54904958

NEW FILTER: CYRUS KABIRU

Kenyan artist Cyrus Kabiru gives us a fresh perspective. 

http://vimeo.com/54904958
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PROMOTING INNOVATIVE ARTS

Kuona Trust is in the forefront of developing the visual art scene in Kenya.

Kuona Trust, a Nairobi based centre for visual art, is presenting and promoting innovative contemporary visual 
arts in Kenya. The trust work to provide opportunities for artists to develop experimental artwork within the 
context of international current practice. Since the beginning in 1995, Kuona has been in the forefront of developing 
the visual art scene. 
The trust has its own library, hosts exhibitions, artists’ talks, training & mentoring, education and international 
exchange. On top of this they offer artists’ studios to up and coming artists.
- We have 17 studio spaces. Some of them are shared studios so we can accommodate 38 artists. At the end of 
every year we put out a call for available studio spaces, says Director at Kuona, Sylvia Gichia. 
Active artists
All artists are expected to participate in the Kuona activities. A large number of the activities are also initiated by 
the artists and the Kuona Trust supports them as much as possible.
- We expect that the artists actively participate in our programs that include the outreach programmes, skill sharing 
through mentorship programs, participate in the workshops either as facilitators or participants and exhibit work. 
Normally artists are required to stay at Kuona for a period of three years but occasionally artists have been kept 
on for a longer period as senior artists who mentor the younger incoming artists.

Kuona also run a sought after residency program.
 - Our residency program has been quite successful and well reputed among the art centers around the world. It 
is a well sought after program with more than 300 applications coming through every year for the opportunity 
to come to Kuona for a residency.
Mimeta is funding a Kuona project aimed at increasing awareness and appreciation of contemporary Kenyan 
artists and art.

kuonatrust.org

http://kuonatrust.org/


Ettijahat Independent Culture is an 
organization that stimulates the growth 
of independent culture in Syria by 
encouraging a positive and real relationship 
between culture and Syria’s diverse 
communities. The organization is part 
of an active and independent cultural 
movement in the country by cooperating 
on dynamic and relevant projects. They 
provide basic tools and structures 
required to build projects that are in-line 
with regional and national developments 
in the culture sector, and develop national 
policies to art and culture and shifting 
general understanding of culture from 
part of the service sector, to a vital 
element in the development sector. 
Mimeta collaborates with Ettijahat on a 
research project aimed at building the 
capacities of young researchers and 

granting them the opportunity to focus 
on working in the field of cultural study 
and research. Ettijahat will train and 
support 10 young researchers. The 
project’s objective is to improve the skills 
of researchers, offer them direction and 
give them the opportunity to realize a 
research project under the direct supervision 
of professional researchers 
specialized in culture that forms the scien-
tific committee of the project.  Through the 
selection criteria for the participating re-
searchers, the project focuses on relevant 
subjects of cultural research connected to 
the bewildering developments that Syria 
is undergoing at present. 

ettijahat.org
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CULTURE AT THE FOREFRONT OF CHANGE

Independent culture is an especially important voice and movement in periods of transition.

Founding Member and Managing 
Director of Ettijahat, Rana Yazaji.

http://ettijahat.org


Racines is part of the collective running “La Fabrique culturelle des anciens abattoirs de Casablanca”, an old and 
abandoned slaughterhouse being converted into a cultural space for urban and contemporary arts. This space 
aims to provide a dedicated place for the artists to create, train and promote their work.

 -The activities of Racines revolve around four major axes, explains cofounder and treasurer Dounia Benslimane. 
-We are concerned with raising awareness and do this through our monthly event “Les Mercredi de Racines”, 
which is public and open debates concerning various cultural issues. In 2013 we are organizing our third edition 
and since the municipal elections are coming up soon this edition will be dedicated to cultural strategy of the 
main political parties and their focus on culture in their political programs. 

The Moroccan organization is also involved in campaigns and advocacy. About a year ago Racines started a 
national campaign concerning the copyrights’ situation in Morocco, in collaboration with artists and other local 
partners (EAC L’Boulevart, Basata productions). The campaign has successfully mobilized all stakeholders around 
a reform of the Moroccan Office of Copyrights, headed by the Ministry of Communication, which took over the 
reform and show great interest in structuring and professionalize the copyright management in the country. 

Capacity building is another service Racines is involved with.
 -We organized a seven month course of training for technical support and management in the performing arts 
in 2011. The training was set up with support of the European Union and in partnership with RAUQS, a local 
association based in a marginalized area. 30 candidates attended the training. 

From 2012 to 2014 Racines’ participating in the implementation of a continental program of training and capacity 
building held by the African Arts Institute in South Africa. This is being done in partnership with four regional 
organizations, to reinforce the cultural leadership and governance in Africa. 
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A MOROCCAN SERVICE PROVIDER

Racines was established in 2010 by a group of cultural and human rights activists. The organization advocates 
and campaign for cultural development in Morocco and Africa, and it is the National Chapter of Arterial Net-
work.



One of the main objectives of Racines work as a civil society organization is to advocate and lobby for a cultural 
policy in Morocco. 
- After a year of existence we decided to initiate a cultural policy project called “Diagnostic and inventory of arts and 
culture in Morocco: towards the General Statements of Culture”. This project will be conducted in partnership with the 
research Centre for Social, Economic and Managerial Studies (CESEM) in Rabat and with the support of Mimeta, 
the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the British Council and the Ministry of Culture. The main aims are to 
provide a detailed mapping of the Moroccan arts stakeholders, to organize meetings and discussions at regional 
and national levels with audiences and professionals, and in the end proposing a draft of cultural policy to the 
Government.  

Racines is involved in the work for freedom of expression for artists, both with the continental Artwatch Africa 
project through Arterial Network, and locally, with the collective “Culture Libre” that denounces all forms of 
censorship and pressure on the arts and culture. 

 Dounia Benslimane is very optimistic about the future of the cultural sector in Morocco. 
 -We are facing a lot of challenges related to the social and political context, but we believe that changes will 
happen if we keep working hard, if we keep following our goals and using good tools to reach them.

racines.ma 
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1 and 2. One of the Copyrights meeting.  3. Co-founder and treasurer in Racines, Dounia Benslimane. 4. A poster from Les Mercredi de Racines.

http://racines.ma


In Nairobi the plans for the exhibition 
period between May – July in 2013 are 
now being finalised. The 12 week period 
will be formed as a travelling festival in 
11 neighbourhoods in the city where art-
ists, citizens, cityplanners, schools, 
architects, and community based 
organisations will participate. The goal 
is to create a platform where we can 
stimulate debate on the future of  Nairobi 
and show ways of creating a socially 
inclusive city. 

During the fall of 2012 a series of talks, 
named Identity Talks, have started in 
Stockholm and Sweden and thematical-
ly they circle around questions about the 
soul of a city or a space and the identity 
of the people of the city. It is the 
Swedish partner, the Museum of 
Architecture who arranges the series and 
documents it in a way that allows them 
to be shared and showed with the public 
when the exhibition opens in Stockholm 
in November 2013. The latest talk was 
illustrated by Vanja Larberg who did 
seven drawings from the event.
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A PLATFORM FOR ENGAGEMENT

The project Nairobi – Stockholm, City Evolution and Identity are moving ahead rapidly. 

From a meeting at the artist studio Masai Mbili in November 2012



THEATRE AS A TOOL FOR SOCIAL INCLUSION

Bolivia’s largest theatrical event is taking place April 18 – 28 2013.

Asociación Pro Arte y Cultura (APAC) was set up in 1998 to encourage cultural activity in the eastern region of 
Bolivia. APAC is contributing to a better society with greater social inclusion through theatre activities for 
children. This work has resulted in The International Festival “Santa Cruz de la Sierra” that occurs every two 
years and is now Bolivia’s largest theatrical event and was declared Bolivian national patrimonies by law in 2000. 
Under the slogan “Multiple Viewpoints”, the International Theatre Festival is intended to bring the theatre to the 
people, taking this scenic art form to the humblest city neighborhoods to the outermost provinces of Santa Cruz 
Department.

This festival also has been a window for nationally known Bolivian theatre actors, who are part of the platform 
for expanding the best of Bolivian theatre, and in so doing providing an opportunity for young actors to display 
their art throughout the nation and at international theatre festivals as well.
All these actions promote a true theatrical and artistic movement in the Santa Cruz area that can spark an important 
flow of jobs for young people and an awareness of their innate membership and social inclusion in a Bolivia that 
has been marked over the past years by intercultural conflicts and strife, increased marginalization of groups like 
the Chiquitano, and an unchecked insurgent social mobility that was wrought havoc. Theatre is a proven balm 
for these woes.

festivalesapac.com
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http://www.festivalesapac.com


SHOWCASING MOROCCAN DESIGN

Mimeta aims to create sustainable design collaborations in 
our new gallery.

In October 2012 Mimeta moved into new offices located on 
a shopping street in Kristiansand. In the new venue there is 
a small gallery facing the street where we are promoting arts 
and design from our partners in the global South. The first 
exhibition presented is from Morocco. Mimeta have been 
collaborating with the Moroccan designer Amina Agueznay 
who did an amazing job defining interesting partners to 
work with and introducing us. 

In the new gallery we are presenting work of Noureddine 
Amir (textiles), Myriam Mourabit (ceramics) and Hnia 
Bencheikh (ceramics and textile). All three designers are 
working with artisans from all over the country.  
 
Mimeta finds it interesting to showcase and sell arts and design 
from our partnering countries. We aim to create sustainable 
collaborations with selected partners. 

The gallery gives us an opportunity to work more closely 
with individual artists and new ways of telling stories.

Here is a selection of Mimeta’s first delivery.

mimeta.org
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http://www.mimeta.org


Mimeta would like to thank the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
the Swedish Postcode Lottery, our owners; Stromme Foundation and 

Vest Agder County, and all our partners for close and valuable cooperation.
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